
 PeeringDB Issues board  Google Meet  PC Todo list  Product Roadmap 

 2024-06-06 Start:  15:30 UTC  End:  16:30 UTC 
 Participants: Jack, Leo, Paul, Yan, Grizz, Jeff 
 Apologies: Martin, Steve, Arnold, Pete 

 Main agenda 
 ●  Quickly review the  PeeringDB Software Development  Proposal  - Jack to speak 
 ●  Search  : do we need to make further improvements? Martin  to speak 

 ○  Jack punting this one to next call pending data gathering ^ 

 Number  Title  Summary  Consent 
 Finalized? 

 #1591  Re-order Org object top level 
 query output for Web UI 

 Discussion of most useful display order 
 for objects on web UI 

 Not yet 

 #1612  Feature Parity for Carrier 
 Object: Search and Export to 
 JSON, CSV, KMZ 

 As title  YES 

 #1615  Enable different logo images 
 on ORG nested objects 

 Allow different Logo images on different 
 objects nested below an org. An ORG 
 can own a FAC, but outsources it's 
 management. Reflecting that 
 responsibility is reasonable and lends 
 itself to more clarity and visual cues 
 around object control. 

 Not yet 

 #1616  Nested object ownership logic 
 bug 

 Possible bug in process for reclaiming 
 ownership of a nested object 

 Not yet 

 #1617  Snag list for 
 preview.beta.peeringdb.com 

 As title  YES 

 #1618  Implement Minimum Data 
 Requirements for IX Object 
 Creation 

 Require an IP prefix and three peers to 
 create an ix object 

 Not yet 

 #1619  Add Contact and Tel Field to 
 ORG Object 

 Enable separation between owner’s and 
 operator’s contact information where 
 there is a split 

 Not yet 

 #1623  User Journey Analysis  Initial analysis of what data we could use 
 to help identify most useful feature 
 improvements 

 YES 



 Number  Title  Summary  Consent 
 Finalized? 

 Consent Agenda 
 Non-contentious issues that can be agreed in a single vote. Members can ask for an issue to be 
 placed on the main agenda if they want it to have more discussion. 

 Number  Title  Summary  Consent 
 Finalized? 

 #1599  Discount IX owned/operated 
 networks in net_count. 

 As title 
 ●  Comment that it is right in 

 principle but not sure it’s 
 important 

 NO 

 #1576  Add flag for  RFC8950  support 
 to networks 

 Add a flag to indicate when IPv4 NLRI 
 requires an IPv6 hop 

 NO 

 #1613  .KMZ data does not display 
 properly for some facs in 
 Google Earth Pro 

 As title  YES 

 #1620  Deleted netixlan with with IP 
 outside netixlan causes an 
 error to be thrown when 
 updating net records 

 Bug where IP address validity is checked 
 when opening deleted records 

 YES 

 Informational 
 No action required. Members should be aware that these new issues have been agreed since 
 the last meeting. 

 Number  Title  Bug?  Summary 

 #1607  net_count & ixf_net_count 
 values are incorrect 

 YES  As title 

 #1608  pdb_delete_outdated_pending 
 _affil_request failure 

 YES  As title 



 #1610  possible for ixpfx object with 
 empty prefix to exist in a 
 soft-deleted state 

 YES  As title 

 #1614  IX-F importer ignores changes 
 in connection speed 

 YES  As title 

 Number  Title  Summary 

 AOB 
 ●  Members were encouraged to share view on priorities for bug fixes, so important work is 

 done first 


